Englert offers a full line of commercial/industrial wall panels, available in a wide range of colors all in a Kynar 500® paint finish that meet specific aesthetic and corrosion resistance requirements. Architects and builders can choose from a variety of Englert’s economical and durable wall panel systems, suitable for use in pre-engineered metal building applications, agricultural structures, commercial buildings and industrial buildings.

**Englert A4000 Concealed Fastener Wall Panel System**

The **Englert Series A4000** flush interlocking wall panel system provides consistently smooth wall surfaces. Unobtrusive vertical seams with concealed integral fasteners are secured without the need for additional clips or mechanical seaming. Optional stiffeners are recommended for lighter gauge material. The panels also may be detailed in combination with insulation to produce an insulated siding system.

All of the Englert Commercial/Industrial Wall Panels can be designed with either rigid board insulation, or liner panels and fiber glass batt insulation, to produce field assembled, insulated siding systems.